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 mp3, .acc and .midi files. In this version, for the first time, there is an easy way to synchronize your recording (either a complete orchestra or a solo instrument part) to other tracks, making the process of preparing your orchestral recording very easy. This is a free standalone application, compatible with all platforms: PC, Mac, Linux, Android, Windows Mobile, iPhone and iPad. Features The user
interface of Garritan Personal Orchestra is very user-friendly, because it is built upon the Easy Compose Interface. It means that the software will automatically display the buttons of the instruments, in the keyboard view, for the songs that you are composing. It is possible to add a new song by dragging and dropping your WAV file on to the empty track area in the 'Projects' pane (where your

arrangements are saved), and it is possible to arrange the instrument tracks in the 'Arrangements' pane, by drag and drop. The song will be saved and stored in the "songs" folder of the project. The user interface of the application is built in an easy-to-use keyboard-based navigation, that will allow you to move easily from track to track, with different keyboard shortcuts for each track. Some of the
features of this software: A nice looking graphical user interface with a dynamic view of the waveform of the tracks. A multi-track MIDI editor, where you can record and arrange all your MIDI tracks. Each track can have its own MIDI In and Out setup. The possibility to change the tempo (tempo changes are limited, but it's a nice feature). The possibility to add your own arpeggios. References
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